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Massive Black Holes 

mass:105-109 solar masses 

Rsch=2GMBH/c2 MICROPARSEC 

1 parsec=3.26 light years=3x1018 cm	

σ~50-400 km/s for most galaxies 

cs~10-100 km/s for most galaxies 
c=3x105 km/s 



Local samples	


~80 MBHs detected in nearby galaxies to-date	

	

Black hole masses correlate with galaxy properties. This may 
mean their growth/evolution are intimately connected.	




As massive as the largest 
MBHs today, but when the 
Universe was ~ Gyr old!	


Wu et al. 2015	


z>6	


High-redshift quasars and local MBHs 

POX 52, NGC 4395: stellar 
mass 4x108 Msun, MBH mass 

3x105 Msun	

	


Galaxies without MBHs too 
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Seed black holes and cosmological 
structure formation	




How can you make the first galaxies?	


They then break away from the global expansion, collapse down on 
themselves, and form a galaxy at the center	


The universe after the Big 
Bang was not completely 

uniform	

	


Gravitational instability 
caused matter to condense 
until small regions become 

gravitationally bound	

	




z=20	

z=10	

z=5	

z=2	

z=1	

z=0.5	

z=0	


The typical halo mass is an 
increasing function of time: 
bottom-up or hierarchical 
structure formation	

	

The mass functions of halos 
has a strong evolution with 
time	




This is fine for collapsing dark matter... what about gas and stars?	

	

Gas needs to cool down in order to reach the density and temperatures 
required for star formation	

BEFORE the first generation of stars, the Universe is metal free: metal line 
cooling does not exist!	


The atomic H cooling 
curve drops at 
temperatures below 104K	

	

Halos with Tvir< 104K have 
to rely on molecular 
hydrogen cooling	




At high-z (z>20) most of the halos are small (Tvir< 104K)	

	

But only massive enough halos can cool, even with the aid of H2	

	


Only a small fraction of halos at early times - the most massive ones - 
can host cold gas and eventually star forming clouds	


No cooling	


Tvir=104K	


Tvir=103K	


3-σ peaks	

Tegmark et al.	




Tex
t 

M. 
Kuehlen 

Hierarchical Galaxy Formation 
small scales collapse first 

t=0.26 Gyr  t=0.17 Gyr  

Milky Way’s dark matter halo mass ~1012 solar masses 
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Metals 

of the Astrophysicist 



Why low metallicity? 
(e.g. Bromm & Loeb 2003, Begelman, MV & Rees 2006) 

	

(e.g. Bromm & Loeb 2003, Spaans & Silk 2006, Begelman, MV & Rees 2006, Shang et al. 2010, Latif et al. 2013) 

✔Forming a single very massive star makes is easier 
to form a  single very massive BH	


✔ Key parameter is the inflow rate on the central 
object: Mdot>0.01-0.1 Msun/yr	


✔ Primordial gas composition and suppression of H2 
formation by dissociating UV flux help 	


✔ But they are not necessary conditions	


	




Heger et al. 	


Low metallicity is 
important if going 
through a supermassive 
star phase: models with 
quasistars* or stellar 
mass BH mergers do 
not care about 
metallicity 

*powered by accretion on an embedded BH created by core collapse  

Why low metallicity? 
	




Habouzit, MV+ in prep	


Density map	

BHs form only in high gas-
density regions	

 

Metallicity map	

BHs form in low-metallicity 
regions just before they get 
enriched	

 Circles: galaxies with BHs  	
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✔Some simulations suggest that the first stars are massive 
M∼100-600 Msun (e.g., Abel et al. 2002; Bromm et al. 2003)	

	

	


✔ Metal free dying stars with M>260Msun leave remnant BHs with 
Mseed≥100Msun  (Fryer, Woosley & Heger 2003)	

	

	

	


PopIII stars remnants 
(e.g., Madau & Rees 2001; MV, Haardt & Madau 2003) 



Problem: are the first stars massive enough?	


M*>260 Msun è MBH>150 Msun	


M*~30-150 Msunè MBH<<100 Msun	


If BH mass too small difficult 
to settle down into galaxy 

center => dynamics 
suppresses accretion/growth 

opportunities 	


Recent simulations revise the 
initial estimates of the stellar 

masses to possibly much lower 
values, just a few tens Msun	




	


✔Recent estimates suggest lower star masses. If BH mass too small 
may be difficult to grow (but see Alexander & Natarajan 2014)	

	

 
✔A few sufficiently massive stars would do (Hosokawa+15) 
	

	


PopIII stars remnants 
(e.g., Madau & Rees 2001; MV, Haardt & Madau 2003) 



Gas-driven collapse 
(e.g. Bromm & Loeb 2003, Begelman, MV & Rees 2006) 

	


✔Formation of supermassive star collapsing into a MBH of 
~104-106 Msun 


✔ Feasible if star formation is suppressed, and most of the 
gas is accreted onto the central protostar 	


✔Key parameter: inflow rate on the central object. If 
Mdot>0.1 Msun/yr => supermassive star or quasi star*	


(e.g. Bromm & Loeb 2003, Begelman, MV & Rees 2006, Lodato & Natarajan 2006, Latif et 
al. 2013) 

*powered by accretion on an embedded BH created by core collapse  



Star formation: enemy of direct 
collapse	


	

	


✔ competition in gas consumption (i.e. part of the 
gas goes into stars instead of BH formation	

	

✔ collisionless stars do not dissipate angular 
momentum efficiently	

	

✔ SNe can blow away the gas reservoir	

	




Gas-driven collapse: dynamics 
	




Gas-driven collapse: dynamics 
(e.g. Bromm & Loeb 2003, Begelman, MV & Rees 2006) 

	


✔Mdot is high: if global dynamical instabilities trigger inflow 
and dissipate angular momentum on timescales shorter 
than star formation (Begelman, MV & Rees 2006)	


✔ No metallicity threshold	

	


 

(e.g. Begelman, MV & Rees 2006, Lodato & Natarajan 2006, Mayer et al. 2010) 





Gas-dynamical collapse: thermodynamics 
	




Gas-driven collapse: thermodynamics 
(e.g. Bromm & Loeb 2003, Begelman, MV & Rees 2006) 

	


✔Mdot is high: if star formation delayed, e.g., 	


	
-primordial gas composition => radiative cooling 	
 	
 
	
inefficient	


	
-H2 formation suppressed by strong dissociating UV 
	
flux => UV background flux (J21)	


 

(e.g. Bromm & Loeb 2003, Spaans & Silk 2006, Begelman, MV & Rees 2006, Shang et al. 2010, Latif et al. 2013) 



UV background vs stellar mass	


Latif et al. 2014 

Average 
background	

J21<10!!! Need 
strong	

local sources 



UV background vs metal enrichment	


Need strong local stellar sources to provide	

dissociating radiation throughout 
collapse~10-100 Myr 	

	

BUT	

	

Stars explode in ~10 Myr and pollute the 
environment 



Z=0 direct collapse: tough conditions 
Contours: strength of the dissociating 
field:	

yellow J21 ⩾ 100 
orange J21 ⩾ 300 
red J21 ⩾ 500 	

	

Blue ellipse: expansion of the metal 
bubble	

	

Timesteps: 1 Myr	

	

Within 10 Myr no galaxy meets the 
metal/H2 requirements	

	

Collapse, free-fall time ~10-100 Myr	


Dijkstra+14, Habouzit, MV et al. 2015 	




 Stellar-dynamical processes: 	

stellar mergers 



 Stellar-dynamical processes: 	

stellar mergers 

	


✔ Mass segregation in nuclear star cluster: massive stars 
sink to the center	


✔ Stellar collisions form a very massive star 	


✔ At low metallicity ⇒ massive black hole ~103 Msun 

Devecchi & MV  2009 Omukai et al. 2009; Devecchi & MV 2009, Devecchi et al. 10, 12; Katz et al. 2015 



 Stellar-dynamical processes: 	

stellar mergers 

Devecchi & MV 2009, Devecchi, MV et al. 10, 12 

Pop III BHs	


BHs in NC	




 Stellar-dynamical processes: 	

stellar BH mergers 



 Stellar-dynamical processes: 	

stellar BH mergers 

✔Merging stellar BHs normally ejected (3-body, GW)	


✔ Merger-driven gas inflow increases velocity dispersion	


✔ BHs merge ⇒ massive black hole ~103 Msun 

✔ No metallicity threshold	

	


Devecchi & MV  2009 Davies, Miller & Bellovary 2011, Miller & Davies 2012; Lupi et al. 2014  



 Stellar-dynamical processes: 	

stellar BH mergers 

Lupi et al. 2014  
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Figure 6. Black hole mass density versus redshift for the two
channles. The dotted line refers to the Pop III path. The dot-
dahed lines refer to the GIRM channel for for ξ = 0.5 (right) and
ξ = 3 (left). The total seed mass densities are also plotted with
the thin solid lines, for ξ = 0.5 (right) and the solid one for ξ = 3
(left).

Figure 7. Mass distribution of seed black holes formed via the
GIRM channel, for ξ = 0.5, ξ = 1 and ξ = 3. Black histogram
corresponds to ξ = 3, grey to ξ = 1, and beige to ξ = 0.5. Black
hole seeds have a typical mass of about 350M⊙, while the mean
mass, depends on the ξ, and is given in Table 1

seeds are hosted also in less massive halos. At very large
halo masses the ratio varies also of two orders of magnitude,
and the largest values are probably due to halos with very
large inflows, overcoming the necessary threshold for GIRM
to occur.

Moreover, we find that the occupation fraction of black
holes FBH (formed via both Pop III and GIRM channels) is
a function of redshift, and it strongly depends on the host
halo mass. Figures 13 and 14 show that at redshift z = 6
halos with masses larger than 8 − 9 × 109 M⊙ host a black
hole, and halos with masses lower than 2×108 M⊙ do not at
all. Note also the weak dependency on ξ of FBH. For higher
redshift, all the lines shift to lower masses, according to our
cosmological model.

Figure 8. Mass distribution of the NSCs hosting seed black
holes formed via the GIRM channel, for ξ = 0.5, 1, and 3. Black
histogram corresponds to ξ = 3, grey to ξ = 1, and beige to
ξ = 0.5.The largest fraction of nuclear star clusters have a typical
mass, prior to the gas inflow, of about 3.5 · 104 M⊙.

Figure 9. Gas mass resulting from inflows as a function of the
seed black hole mass for the GIRM channel with ξ = 0.5. The red
solid line corresponds to the linear fit obtained assuming a zero
black hole mass for Mgas = 0.

4.2 Stellar black holes in nuclear star clusters

As anticipated in Section 2, NSCs with velocity dispersions
in the interval 40 km s−1 and 100 kms−1 may be able to
retain a black hole or a binary black hole of stellar mass,
as suggested in Miller & Davies (2012). These clusters have
gravitational potential wells deep enough, and two-body re-
laxation times short enough for mass segregation to lead to

ξ max{#seed} < Mcl/M⊙ >

0.5 4003 5.83 · 104

1.0 4421 5.22 · 104

3.0 4814 4.90 · 104

Table 2. The number of NSC candidates for core collapse follow-
ing a gas inflow or a merger, leaving a single stellar mass black
hole after ejection of the black holes in the core, as discussed in
Section 6, for the three different values of ξ.
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ξ #seed ⟨M/M⊙⟩ zpeak

0.5 405 1301.1 7.75
1.0 637 1173.4 10.0
3.0 1054 987.5 14.75

PopIII 822 70.5 27.5

Table 1. The number of black hole seeds formed from the GIRM
channel (upper panel) and from Pop III (lower panel); the mean
black hole seed mass and the redshift where their formation peaks,
considering the three adopted values of ξ.

star cluster in response to the gas inflows (i.e. for ξ = 3)
makes black hole formation to occur earlier and to produce
a larger number of seeds. Later, the observed decline mir-
rors the bottom up hierarchical build up of the halos and
of their embedded star clusters: less massive halos form first
and require lower gas inflows to produce a seed, while heav-
ier halos require a greater amount of gas and are less in
number. In the case of ξ = 0.5, black hole seed formation
occurs at later epochs as there is the need of a larger inflow
of gas to trigger the collapse of the black hole star clusters.
The decline in the Pop III channel is instead due to metal
pollution from the first Pop III stars which quenches the for-
mation of black hole seeds from pristine gas. Table 1 shows
that the number of black hole seeds in the cosmological box
increases with increasing ξ, and that the channel is compet-
itive to that from Pop III. The fraction fBH is larger for the
Pop III channel, but with cosmic time, the absolute number
of sufficiently massive dark matter halos increases so that
the absolute number of natal black hole halos is larger as z
decreases. The evolution of the relative contribution to the
black hole seed population due to Pop III and GIRM chan-
nels is depicted in Figure 6, where we report the total seed
comoving mass density as a function of redshift. In the plot
the different lines correspond to the Pop III channel and
GIRM channels for different values of ξ. In addition, also
the total seed co-moving mass density has been represented.

As in D10, black hole seeds from PopIII stars have a
typical small mass (∼ 70M⊙), while seeds from the GIRM
channel have a larger mass, of about ∼

> 1000M⊙, as the en-
tire cluster of stellar black holes is assumed to undergo run-
away merger, after a major inflow of gas. The mean mass
of black holes formed via the GIRM channel decreases with
increasing ξ and this can be explained with the larger frac-
tion of NSCs with smaller masses able to core collapse before
z = 6. In general, to form a seed the required inflow of gas is
at least comparable with the mass of the target star cluster.

Figure 7 shows the black hole seed mass distribution, for
the GIRM channel, for the three values of ξ, 0.5, 1, and 3. As
already mentioned, the number of black hole seeds increases
with increasing ξ. Despite the different mean mass, the peak
of the mass distribution is around the same value of 350M⊙,
mirroring the shape of the mass distribution of the parent
NSCs housing the seeds, depicted in Figure 8. The mass of
the parent cluster is measured prior to the mass inflow that
led to the core collapse.

In addition, Figures 9 and 10 give the total mass of the
inflow (due to repeated accretion events) within the transi-
tion radius Rtr as a function of the black hole seed mass,
evaluated when the velocity dispersion in the core reaches

Figure 4. Fraction fBH of halos hosting a newly formed seed
black hole as a function of redshift, from redshift z = 30 down to
z =6. Blue line refers to the Pop III channel; red solid line refers
to the fraction of black holes with mass above 260M⊙ resulting
from the GIRM channel, for a contraction parameter ξ = 0.5 The
black dash-dotted line is the simulation resolution.

Figure 5. Fraction fBH of halos hosting a newly formed seed
black hole as a function of redshift, from redshift z = 30 down to
z =6. Blue line refers to the Pop III channel; red solid line refers
to the fraction of black holes with mass above 260M⊙ resulting
from the GIRM channel for a contraction parameter ξ = 3 The
black dash-dotted line is the simulation resolution.

σ ∼
> 1000 kms−1. The red lines represent the best fit ob-

tained assuming that Mgas ∝ MBH. When ξ = 0.5 the best
line gives Mgas ≃ 123MBH, while for ξ = 3 we obtained
Mgas ≃ 870MBH. These results show that the total inflow
needed to drive the NSC core to σ ∼

> 1000 km s−1 varies from
a minimum corresponding to roughly the NSC mass up to
values as large as 10− 50 times the NSC mass.

As the extent of a gas inflow is related to the halo gas
fraction and to mergers, we also expect a correlation between
the total inflow needed for the GIRM to occur and the host
halo mass. Combining these two relations we find that the
ratio between the gas inflow mass and the seed black hole
mass is almost independent of the host halo mass, as re-
ported in Figures 11 and 12. In the case of ξ = 0.5 only the
most massive halos (> 3×108 M⊙) can host a seed black hole
from GIRM, while for a more efficient contraction (ξ = 3)
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